
 

 

GOVT. OF
Railway

(For Recruitment of Various
 

Based on their performance in CBTs
verification held from 10.10.2022 to 18.10.2022
with the following roll numbers could not be empanelled earlier being temporary unfit
after medical fitness has been obtained, are
to the following category arranged in horizontal ascending order (not in order of merit):

Cat.

211192170170345 211194120128827
 
 
 

Further action for appointment will
conditions and original testimonials
 
Candidates shall be informed accordingly
Northern Railway, Baroda House, New

IMPORTANT: 
i) This result is provisional and does not in any way give any right to the candidates for appointment
in the Railways. This RRB reserves the right to cancel / modify the results in
error / typographical mistake. 

ii) The remaining vacancies arising due to Medical Unfit/
up after calling eligible additional candidates

iii) The appointment of any candidate found using unfair means to get selected shall be cancelled
summarily and action will be taken

 Dated: 26.09.2023                                                                              Chairman/

 

GOVT. OF INDIA, MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS 
Railway Recruitment Board, Jammu 

CEN-01/2019 
Various NTPC Undergraduate and Undergraduate

CBTs (1&2) and CBAT (only for SM) followed
held from 10.10.2022 to 18.10.2022 and medical examination, the candidates 

numbers could not be empanelled earlier being temporary unfit
has been obtained, are now provisionally empanelled

arranged in horizontal ascending order (not in order of merit):

Cat. No.2, Station Master 
 

Provisional Part Panel 
211194120128827 211194120147656 211194260070619

will be taken by the Northern Railway after verification
testimonials as per CEN No.01/2019 (NTPC). 

accordingly by the office of the Principal Chief
New Delhi, for the above. 

This result is provisional and does not in any way give any right to the candidates for appointment
in the Railways. This RRB reserves the right to cancel / modify the results in case of any inadvertent

The remaining vacancies arising due to Medical Unfit/ Absenteeism/ Rejected cases will be filled
candidates for Documents Verification. 

candidate found using unfair means to get selected shall be cancelled
taken as per law. 

 

9.2023                                                                              Chairman/

 

 

Undergraduate Posts) 

followed by Ist document 
and medical examination, the candidates 

numbers could not be empanelled earlier being temporary unfit. Now 
empanelled for appointment 

arranged in horizontal ascending order (not in order of merit): 

211194260070619 Total = 4 

verification of eligibility 

Chief Personnel Officer, 

This result is provisional and does not in any way give any right to the candidates for appointment 
case of any inadvertent 

Absenteeism/ Rejected cases will be filled 

candidate found using unfair means to get selected shall be cancelled 

9.2023                                                                              Chairman/RRB/Jammu 


